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 Most of the students are
collecting information from
the internet and books for a
certain subject in order to
write an article.

The most experienced
students(the older ones) are
working with Publisher.



 The new members are usually
preparing fun pages.

 Another one is occupied with
our blog, editing and updating it.

 Two students are preparing the
cover, whilst others work in a
layout proposal for the next
year’s issues.

 Our team also prepares the
magazine’s calendar, every year.





 We opened an account on it and shared a file named
«EPM»

 This program allows us to save time as our members can
have access to our work from their home computers.

 Another file titled «EPM International» is shared with
other partners ,for the time with Italian students.

(https://www.dropbox.com/home/EPM)



 Our participation in Acstac:
an annual conference
organized by Anatolia College
which is occupied with
technology and science

 Our presentation in 2011
was about the EPM magazine.

Acstac conference





Frequent teleconferences











 Successive cooperation, team work and
organization

Trust and strong bonds have been developed
among the EPM’s members.

Determined to continue the EPM magazine and
transfer our ideas to the next generation.



 The members are extremely busy
with homework, especially the old
ones, who are in charge of the
most difficult tasks in the team.

 Every year we have to train new
members. This requires a lot of
time.

 More «relaxed» atmosphere than
our teachers would prefer but
much more attractive
simultaneously.



A lot of pressure and
anxiety

Quick and not qualitative
results

The target of 3 issues a
year seems unattainable.



The content and vocabulary of the issues should
be more approachable and comprehensible.

The university student’s articles should not be so
academic and advanced.

3 magazines need at least 3 schools. Otherwise
we can diminish the number of magazines to 2
per year.






